ADVANCING REGIONAL EQUITY

is a coalition of advocacy and community organizing groups formed in 1994. We work together
to advance racial, economic, and environmental justice and health equity in urban growth and development in the
Twin Cities region. The Twin Cities region is rich with resources. We want all people to be able to access them and we
believe everyone in our region will benefit when all communities have access to opportunity.

The people and places of our region are deeply connected
and interdependent. We work to ensure that our regional
investments like housing, transit, and economic
development benefit everyone, especially low-wealth
communities, indigenous communities, communities of
color, new immigrant communities, and people at the
intersections of multiple forces of oppression – the people
who are often left behind when resources are allocated.
These communities have been historically excluded from
decision-making tables and we are working with public
sector leaders to change that.
The Alliance brings grassroots organizations together to build more power and create a Twin Cities region that allows
everyone to be well and thrive. In addition, we play a broader role in the regional landscape of advocacy and
community-based groups by offering opportunities that help build the capacity of individuals and organizations that
work for regional equity. In 2017, together with our partners and member groups, we were able to:

Our work to elevate awareness of our region’s housing crisis
is moving public officials to discuss important policies and
investments. We have organized this work under 3 pillars:
preservation, production, and tenant protection.
The purchase and conversion of apartment buildings to
market rate housing by local and national real estate
developers has contributed to a severe shortage of available,
affordable housing units.
There is a growing sense of anxiety among renters and
housing advocates about our rental housing trends. Emerging
cases of racial discrimination, revelations of sub-standard
living conditions, and restrictive rental application practices
are contributing to the shortage. We worked with coalition
partners to support efforts by the City of Minneapolis to

require apartment managers to accept applications from
prospective tenants who carry Section 8 vouchers.
A number of cities across Hennepin County are examining
new policies to grapple with these pressures. They are looking
for new ways to address severe management abuses towards
tenants, protect renters from displacement and unlawful
evictions, support remedies for health and safety code
violations, and help preserve existing affordable rental
apartment buildings.
The Alliance is lifting up policies for creating new affordable
housing production that focus on inclusionary zoning, density
bonuses, variance requests, leveraging publicly held land,
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and targeted up-zoning. A robust affordable housing policy in
all neighborhoods is the best remedy for gentrification and
displacement pressures.
The Alliance is supportive of coalition efforts to expand
available funding to address all the pillars of affordable
housing needs. We have been active supporters of efforts like
the Make Homes Happen coalition, which held multiple
candidate forums in Minneapolis in 2017 to educate the
public and policy makers about our housing needs. MHH will
be advocating for a large increase in the Minneapolis
affordable housing trust fund in the coming years.
In early 2017, the Alliance began to build a deep partnership
with multiple local and regional housing advocacy groups to
form a powerful coalition in the southwest suburb of Eden
Prairie. The Alliance
provided capacity
building and technical
support to this effort
and helped connect
other like-minded
groups. The Somali
community in Eden
Prairie has worked for
many years to
persuade city leaders
to embrace their
economic and social
priorities. Affordable
housing concerns are
at the top of the list,
and in April of 2017,
over 300 residents
from multiple faith and
cultural communities in
the city came together
at a housing forum
sponsored by the
coalition.
This served to jumpstart local conversations between renters
and city officials and allowed the coalition to intervene and
force needed changes by apartment managers when reports
of tenant’s rights abuses surfaced at the forum and other
community meetings. Ultimately, new commitments have
been made to site affordable housing in the city and local
advocates have rallied around several new proposed
developments, some that would connect residents to major
public transit hubs.
The Alliance also successfully persuaded the City of St. Paul to
include affordable housing requirements in their final zoning

plan for the historic Ford auto plant redevelopment site in the
Highland neighborhood. We convened a coalition campaign
table that united community-based organizations,
neighborhood residents, pro-density activists, and
environmental, transit, and housing advocacy groups that
secured significant commitments for affordable housing in the
fall of 2017.
Knowing the City was building a new neighborhood from
scratch at the 130 acre site, we demanded that low-wealth
people and people of color not be excluded from the
opportunity to live in this new community. City officials
agreed and passed a plan that requires 20% of all residential
units to be affordable – that amounts to 800 units at
maximum density. Half of those units – 400 apartments – will
be affordable at 30% of the area median income. That means
housing opportunities for people making the minimum wage
of $9.50 per hour, for people with disabilities, for seniors on a
fixed income, and for people carrying Section 8 vouchers. The
other 400 units will be affordable at 50% and 60% of the AMI.
The victory in St. Paul will serve as a model for future largescale development in the Twin Cities region. Places like the
Upper Harbor Terminal development in North Minneapolis,
the Towerside development in the Prospect Park
neighborhood, future LRT station areas like those in the
Bassett’s Creek Valley master plan, the former TCAAP site in
Arden Hills, and others.

Our transit equity work is driven by the goal of including
community-based leadership in regional planning, project
design, and infrastructure investment decisions. Organizing
efforts have had both a west metro and east metro focus and
promote strategies to improve metropolitan level planning,
expand our regional transit and active transportation systems,
and create an unprecedented network of connectivity to
economic and social opportunity.
Much of the Alliance’s programmatic activities in this area in
2017 revolved around employing equitable development tools
and strategies along transit corridors, including promotion of
the Equitable Development Principles & Scorecard.
The Scorecard is a tool that helps communities evaluate
current and future development in their communities using an
equity lens. We heard from communities that this tool is
valuable because it provides them with a starting point to
advocate for and secure predictable community benefits. We
heard from government that there is value in having specific
indicators of equitable development. We heard from
developers that it is good to have specific targets to aim for
when the community or public sector asks for equitable
development.
The Metropolitan Council has adopted the scorecard into the
work plan for the Office of Transit-Oriented Development
and included it in its toolkit for local planning. Agencies like
Metro Transit and the City of St. Paul Planning and Economic
Development Department are evaluating the use of the
scorecard in their future development decisions.

In 2017, the Alliance board and staff
collaborated with member groups and
community partners to create a three
year strategic plan. As this plan was
developed, a new strategic priority
emerged. The Alliance committed to
more deeply and intentionally considering
intersectionality in plans, projects, and
processes.
For the Alliance, this means building new
relationships and paying attention to how
issues impact new immigrants, historic
communities of color, indigenous people,
differently documented people, and
people facing other forms of oppression
in distinct ways.

Working with the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, the
Alliance co-convened the Equity in Place coalition table, a
diverse group of strategic partners from place-based, housing,
and advocacy organizations. EIP believe that everyone in the
Twin Cities region deserves to live where they wish to live
and have access to opportunity. Our region benefits from
many assets, but we continue to be unable to translate these
benefits to everyone, specifically to communities of color.
Equity in Place engages community-based organizations in
influencing planning and investment decisions that will shape
the future of the Twin Cities region.
HUD asked the Twin Cities to redo its regional analysis of
impediments, finding that the most recently submitted
document failed to adequately address racially concentrated
areas of poverty, segregation, and access to opportunity.
Alliance staff and other Equity in Place members have been
working with local and regional HUD staff on this and other
fair housing work.
HUD wanted to construct a new RAI process here that
emphasized inclusive community engagement and can serve
as a national model. The agency offered Equity in Place 4 (of
12) seats on an advisory committee of stakeholders for this
process. At the decision making table, we advocated for fair
enforcement of committee rules and secured a more equitable
analysis of fair housing in our region. Our partners elevated
the need to construct community revitalization policies with
the meaningful involvement of people of color, countered
negative narratives and deficit-based theories regarding
communities of color, and challenged efforts to focus on
desegregation rather than targeted investment that creates
opportunity for all residents. This has been a rich body of
work that has changed how community expertise is valued in
fair housing discussions and how decisions about important
housing issues are made.
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“Working in coalition with the Alliance is one of the most
effective ways in which we are able to stay rooted and
connected to our partners on the ground. Being a part of the
Equity in Place coalition with the Alliance and partners allows
CURA to connect to a diverse group of leaders and organizations
focused on advancing racial and economic justice, allowing us to
go farther together than we could go alone.”
Neeraj Mehta, Center for Urban and Regional Affairs
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“Membership in the Alliance provides a great sense of stability and
helps bring clarity at times when this work may get a bit distorted and
seem distant from the goal. The Alliance has set the foundation for
what it means to work across sectors and build meaningful, intentional
relationships that lead to growth for community and organizations.”
Denise Butler, African Career, Education & Resource, Inc.
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